
 The information contained herein should be treated as a guide only.

XXL Cargo Guide



ANL can provide its customers with a high level of expertise for the transport of
XXL cargo.

As part of the world’s third largest container shipping
group we accommodate our customers' special
cargo, handle it with optimum care; even if it does
not fit into a standard container.

XXL cargo means special requirements  and ANL offers tailor-made solutions to
each of its customers' challenging demand, and brings:

� an expertise of more than 50 years

� an extensive worldwide network of ports,
agencies and offices

� numerous liner services ensuring timely and
speedy delivery

� technical know-how for safe and secure handling
of your cargo

� modern equipment adapted to load your XXL cargo

ANL transports all types of XXL cargo from delicate shipments such as helicopters
and yachts to large and heavy equipments such as turbines, engines and factory
components.

All of our vessels can transport XXL cargo, and for all cargoes ANL’s experts:

� make appropriate technical studies to determine the safest way to ship XXL
cargo

� follow each shipment individually with complete operational coordination

� provide personalised customer service at all stages



Depending on its dimensions and weight, XXL cargo will be loaded on a specific type of container.

Open Top containers

Similar in all respects to a general purpose container except that it does not have
a rigid roof but may have a flexible and removable cover, supported on
removable roof bows.

Examples

Any cargo that can only be loaded from the top, such as light machinery (< 26 T), over-height cargo,
etc.

Technical data

Type    Size     m3  Max Payload (kg)

20' open top  20’ x 8’ x 8’6”  32  28,280

40' open top  40’ x 8’ x 8’6”  66  26,600

Flat Rack containers and platforms

Strong based platform containers with collapsible
ends (Flat Rack) or without collapsible ends
(platforms).

Examples

Any oversized or heavy cargo, such as cable reels, road work machines, factory parts, trucks, sailboats,
etc.

Technical data

Type     Size                 Max gross weight (kg)  Max Payload (kg)

20' flat-rack  20’ x 8’ x 8’6”  34,000      31,250

40' flat-rack  40’ x 8’ x 8’6”  45,000 / 50,000    39,980 / 44,900

Type  Max Payload (kg)

20' platform  22,100

40' platform  40,600


